Abstract -The applicability of diffusion theory for the determination of tissue optical properties from time resolved reffectance spectroscopy was investigated. Monte Carlo simulations, which describe the photon migration with high accuracy, were compared to analytical expressions found from diffusion theory. DiiYerent boundary conditions for the air tissue interface were assumed and the influence of the choice of the boundary conditions on the accuracy of the findings for the optical parameters was determined.
INTRODUCTION
The determination of optical properties (absorption pa and reduced scattering coefficient &' ) through time resolved reflectance spectroscopy, performed on the surface of biological tissues, can yield useful information about a variety of physiological parameters (e.g. blood oxygenation in brain) Fig.1 displays an example of a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), which is compared to diffusion theory with ZBC and EBC. For this example it was found that the EBC yields an excellent fit after -120 ps while the DT with ZBC starts to agree with the MCS after -750 ps. However the analytical expressions for the ZBC had to be multiplied independent from the optical properties and source detector distance by an empirical factor of 2.5(k0.1) in order to fit the tail of the curve. DT with ZBC overestimates the signal and rises too early. The curve found through DT with EBC also rises too early, but gives almost the correct amplitude. 
RESULTS

DISCUSSION
As expected the DT with EBC describes the photon migration in tissue better than the DT with ZBC. The time & which has to elapse before DT gives an accurate description of the signal is for EBC reduced by a factor of -7 compared to ZBC. For both boundary conditions pa is given by the shape! of the tail of the curve, because for t-w:
& could in principle be found from a fit to the early part of the pulse (t4)where: R(r,t) -exp ( -f(ps) t-l 1. (5) which means that the exponential which contains information about &' dominates. DT with EBC was found to agree down to times in the range of 100 ps and might be used for a fit at early times. DT with ZBC does not give an accurate description of the pulse before hif -400 ps and thus seems not suitabie for a determination of &' in this way. However eq.(l) reveals that one could also use the amplitude of the signal at time t > bif to determine pi. In the case of ZBC it is important to include the empirical factor 2.5 which was found through Monte Carlo simuiations.
If the whole pulse is used for a fit with variable parameters pa and us', ps' is normally overestimated, because a higher scattering is needed to delay the onset of the signal, while p a is underestimated if the factor 2.5 is not used (signal is stronger than assumed) and overestimated if factor 2.5 is used (higher scattering broadens pulse. thus pa has to be increased so that for t--)oo the cume is lowered).
CONCLUSION
It was demonstrated that diffusion theory can be used to determine optical properties from tissues with high accuracy, although this theory describes incorrectly the early part of the pulse. For times beyond the critical diffusion time Qif, which is iarger if the zero boundary condition is chosen instead of the extrapolated boundary condition, both analytical expressions agree with the Monte Carlo simulations.
It seems sufficient to use the imprecise but mathematically much simpler zero-boundary condition for a determination of tissue optical parameters. For times t > t&f the shape yields information about pa, while the amplitude can be used for the determination of pi. A correction factor of 2.5(*0.1) has to be taken into account.
